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Preface

Congratulations! You have taken the efforts to buy this book and have now started on your path
to digital transformation. This is just not about information on social media but a guide on how to
effectively leverage the tools.

We have taken efforts to see that any layman who will spend time learning the tips and tools
mentioned in the book without prior knowledge on social media will still be able to market his
business online using social media.

If you are a beginner, or already have Facebook account for years, still each one of you will learn
some new strategies and tools in marketing your business or product. After conducting Social Media
Marketing workshops for many years and interacting with hundreds Marketers, professionals,
entrepreneurs, students we were inspired to see the outcome of the workshop. Most of the attendees
found 300% increase in their marketing goals just by using simple techniques taught during the
workshop. We asked ourselves, Why not reach millions of professionals like you with rich information
and practical know-how on social media? So we started writing this book only to make you a
superman or superwomen on social media.

The great philosopher Seneca once said, ‘It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare;
it is because we do not dare that things are difficult.’ We realized this while writing this book and
hence we made efforts to write it in easy and simple language and in a structured manner. We dare you
to be a brand on social media. Use the Internet like never before and make technology work for you. If
you are business or aspire to build your brand you have to be on social media. On the Internet your
identity is the content that you post and interact with Period.

Remember each one of us is served with hundreds and thousands of advertisement online. It’s all
about ATTENTION. It’s all about MOBILE. It’s all about CONTENT. It’s all about building enduring
RELATIONSHIPS.

Start with designing a strategy and implement it for at least four to six weeks. Analyse the results
and then try to make few changes. Have patience. Social Media results is just like using hand pump.
Initially you have to apply a lot of efforts and high pressure to get water by pumping it. After some
efforts few drops of water start coming and then you will have a stream. Once, the water starts gushing
out you need to apply just a bit of pressure to pump and keep it consistent. The moment you stop you
have to put in the same energy again. Hence be consistent and focus on fresh content. The following
chapters will help you with all that is needed to be successful on social media.

We wish you the best. Be your absolute best on internet and create a extraordinary brand.

P.S. To deepen your knowledge on new social media channels and discover changes to present
tools visit amitjadhavs.com, where you will find a complete set of support resources, including
newsletter, videos, online assessment tools and fresh content which will help you.

Dr. Apoorva Palkar Amit Jadhav
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Over the past six decades, marketing has come a long way from the time it amassed wide focus
and today almost every enterprise, big or small considers it as the most important factor of its
functioning and product. The world of digital media is changing at a phenomenal pace. Constantly
evolving technologies are transforming not just how we access our information but how we interact
and communicate with one another on a global scale. Marketing school textbooks (which stop around
the mid-1990s) teach the five eras of marketing. All eras last about 20 years. Next era is relationship
marketing. The Relationship Era was kicked off in the early 1990s with which gave birth to the CRM
movement. As we move into 2015, we are evolving into a new era. Developing delightful, informative,
useful experiences from marketing’s lens is really the new way to formulate a marketing strategy
going forward.

Traditional marketing and societal marketing diverge from each other in the scope of their
marketing message. All of the concepts of traditional market are valid to a societal marketer. A
societal marketing plan takes traditional marketing and extends it to include the social concerns of the
customer. Societal marketing is steeped in social psychological theory and research going back to the
1950s. Even Maslow had a finger in societal marketing, though he did not know it at the time.

Marketing is something greater than selling and advertising. It can be defined as a social and
managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating
and exchanging products and value with others. Traditional marketing strives to identify what the
customer needs and wants, then supply it. It is in the definition of need that traditional marketing gives
way to societal marketing (remove the following repetition).

Marketing is something greater than selling and advertising. It can be defined as a social and
managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating
and exchanging products and value with others. Traditional marketing strives to identify what the
customer needs and wants, then supply it. It is in the definition of need that traditional marketing gives
way to societal marketing.

Using Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs as their model, societal marketers recognize that most
people have needs and wants greater than physiological. Societal marketers create marketing
campaigns that try to address social needs that lead up to self-actualization. Since, self-esteem and
self-actualization lead away from material wants, societal marketing includes the social benefits of the
product in its marketing approach.

With constantly changing themes and focus in marketing from product to customer to brand, the
latest buzzword in the marketing arena these days is ‘Social Media Marketing’ which takes a more
human-centric approach. Although in its nascent state, the concept of social media marketing is
quickly becoming popular and expanding to majority of the social media avenues with more and more
corporations either experimenting with this sizzling phenomenon or adding it to their marketing mix.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MARKETING WITH NEW AGE

MEDIAChapter

1



With marketers shifting focus back to consumers – the new brand owners, will social media marketing
be the ultimate ‘branding’ technique?

As this era progressed and social media within it, relationship development between a brand and
its consumers became more complex. These days, digital more broadly disrupts how we relate to
consumers, since we now have to establish a relationship from that first meeting and beyond.

The advent of social media has ushered in a new age of marketing. The relationship between
social media and business has certainly blossomed in recent years, but this doesn’t mean that
traditional marketing, with its flyers, press releases, and cold calls, has been eclipsed entirely.
Traditional marketing need not equate to outdated marketing, though it must be supplemented by
innovation to remain successful.

The expansion of marketing’s responsibility for the full life cycle of the consumer, and the
complexity brought on by all of the different channels, are creating a real evolution of marketing.
We need to develop more compelling experiences to be able to delight those customers at various
stages of their journey.

It is easier and less expensive to create experiences digitally. Where does it hurt the most? Where
does the company have the biggest problem? Is it an awareness problem or a leading nurturing issue or
a loyalty issue? Or are companies trying to get customers to evangelize their story and do better word-
of-mouth marketing?’ Wherever there is the biggest pain there will be the least resistance to try
something new and interesting.

Once companies identify the biggest pain point, decide what value, separate and discrete from the
product they offer, customers need when they are in that stage of their journey. It could be better
education, entertainment, how-to content, an event, networking with other customers, a community or
something else. Once companies figure out what that is, decide how to develop it as a product (as an
experience) for that customer. Marketers are trained to think of medium first (an ad campaign, a TV
campaign, a radio campaign, a website, a blog) and then story. Instead, decide what experience to
create and then determine how it best expresses itself or a blog, a print magazine, a webinar series or
all of the above. In this new age you need to go beyond the idea of marketing campaigns and tactics,
and instead do something that will deliver and create value for long-term. It’s more of a product
development process than a campaign management process.

1.1 NETWORK AND THE SOCIAL MEDIA
With technological advances, the number of people going ‘online’ is increasing exponentially.

Especially, people are connecting online through various social networking sites bringing everyone
closer to the ‘six-degrees of separation’ where one is connected to rest of the planet by a chain of just
six persons. Certain studies with the social network phenomenon Twitter have even shown that people
connect with others throughout the globe by separation of mere 3.4 persons. This is Information Age
2.0 – the age of Social Networking; and in this age, people are not just connecting personally (as with
common friends) but are connecting with everything personal. The colossal number of Twitter
following, number of hits on YouTube videos, the amount of content shared on Facebook and the
sheer number of Blogs in the cloud is a clear evidence of the social media becoming an untamable
giant. If you can’t beat them join them. Is the age old adage and ‘join them’ is precisely what
marketers all over the globe are doing? Social media – the term coined for the content generated by
these sites, is no more of a fad but is clearly turning out to be a fundamental shift in the way people are
communicating with each other.

These communications in the cloud are not limited to personal comments and statuses but
encompass a wide array of subjects. Also there are blogs in the cloud which touch almost every
possible subject or news around the globe.



These social networking sites are also connecting with each other, bridging the gaps and forming
a whole bigger network in the cloud that is not only homogeneous but also teeming with information
on all kinds of subjects, products, businesses, sciences and everything else.

1.2 SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
With shifting focus and innovation slowing down in the marketing arena, marketers are always

on the lookout to press the Alt. + Everything button. Most studies have shown that the first thing
netizens or even normal consumers do when they first hear about a product or service is that they
research the product or service online and they will surely be looking at recommendations when going
for that product or service. This change is mostly due to the customer’s shift in trust from companies
to fellow consumers and even those consumers in social networks that they have no connections to.
Owing to such strong figures and demographics of the social network, it is hardly possible for
marketers to turn a deaf ear to all the social media noise in the cloud. Hence, marketers are rapidly
adding social media marketing to their marketing mix. However, even though it is marketing at the
end of the day, the rules of the game when it comes to social media marketing are completely different
from traditional marketing.

Where traditional marketing is about presentation, social media marketing is about content and
the basic rule that applies here is ‘selling without selling’. To achieve and bank on the gains of social
media one may first need to create ‘social authority’ wherein people in the cloud do believe and follow
what the marketer is saying or endorsing.

With social media, marketers can create a platform where they can present a product along with
channels where they can talk to customers directly to either upgrade that product or make fine tunings
to it. This extends the reach of the brand where contrary to traditional marketing customer interaction
has the potential to increase the brand further. This in turn translates to the brand making more
‘genuine’ relations and connections with a wider customer base. With social media marketing, a brand
can also alert consumers of new products whereas with traditional marketing the introduction of a
brand can take from days to months. Given its features, social media marketing can be employed by
anyone. It might as well be the stepping stone in new age brand building where the number of social
sites linking back to the product or producer might be as important as what that product or producer
has to say. Social media however, is a double edged sword which can either make a brand or lay it to
dust. Marketers today cannot afford to neglect all the noise in the cloud about their brand and need to
be careful as to what buzz or news about their product is in the social media. With social media, a
brand’s small mistake can be magnified exponentially if damage control is not swift and efficient.

Following are four comparisons of marketing practices as they were used before and after social
media integration, demonstrating how the synchronization of social media and business can increase
the overall marketing success.

Before After

Implement
your
marketing
strategies, and
then wait for a
response

Many marketing campaigns rely
on the initiative of potential
customers to follow up.
Companies give them
information about the product or
service and try to persuade them
of its value, but if they don’t put
in some effort to determine if the
information will really work for

Implement
your
marketing
strategies, and
then actively
follow up

The prominence of social media
in business has provided
another avenue through which
customers can engage—one
that does not necessitate much
initiative on the part of the
customer to pursue. By simply
logging in to the Facebook or
Twitter account and searching



them, nothing will come of the
efforts.

for the company, potential
customers can easily discover
more about the company and
offerings by viewing profile or
following the company.
Company can directly follow up
with your customers. It is this
convenience and accessibility
that makes social media and
business marketing such fast
friends.

Hope
customers
spread good
word of mouth
to friends

When appropriate, a business
can ask satisfied customers to
pass along their impressions of
the company to friends and
family. However, there is no
control over how or when
recommendations are expressed,
if they are expressed at all.

Facilitate the
spread of good
word of mouth

Social media and business come
together at this crucial point.
Social media can be used by
businesses to promote organic,
engaging conversation between
people. Of all the benefits of
utilizing social media in
business, the ability to facilitate
conversation between satisfied
customers is perhaps the
greatest. Social media profiles
are perfect platforms from
which to prompt and direct
conversations among existing
and potential clients.

Obtain
feedback by
requesting
reviews and
sending out
surveys

Prompting clients to interact with
each other and with other
potential leads, company’s want
clients to communicate with
business to ensure that they
receive the high-quality product
or service being sought.
Stimulating this interaction by
requesting clients to complete
reviews or surveys can feel
forced and impersonal.

Obtain
feedback
instantly and
engage with
customers
about their
experiences

Using social media in business
is ideal for interacting with
customers to gain insight into
individual client experiences
and to address specific
complaints or concerns. Both
social media and business
marketing are based on
communication, and the real-
time communication that social
media facilitates makes your
business more accessible to
people, fostering customer
satisfaction and loyalty.

Advertise and
hope it works.
If not, it’s back
to square one

With forms of media such as
print, television, and radio, once
your message is out there, it’s
out there to stay. You can no
longer tweak it to appeal to a

Advertise and
measure
effectiveness
as you go,
making

If social media engagement is
anything, it’s measurable. There
are many programs available to
provide the company with
detailed information about the



slightly different market or to
determine whether a different
presentation would be more
effective. To do this, you’d have
to pay for an entirely new piece
of advertising material.

changes easily
when needed

people reached through social
media accounts. Social media is
also changeable and adjustable;
if measurements indicate that a
certain marketing strategy is not
as effective as company like, try
changing things up a bit. Social
media and business can work in
harmony to keep strategies and
content fresh by tracking what
works and what doesn’t.

Traditional marketing strategies are far from obsolete, but peppering them with good social
media engagement will almost certainly increase the overall marketing success. Social media and
business marketing have become so closely linked that it is no longer possible—or desirable—for
businesses to ignore the relationship. In this new age of marketing, there is no need to abandon the old
tools, but these should be modified and complemented with fresh innovations and platforms to ensure
they’re being used as efficiently as possible.

Thus, Social media does the following as an effective media of promotion for business:
● Amplified Messaging: Reach out to a massive audience to tell company’s story, educate

consumers about product on company’s terms, go viral with promotions and increase
demand for product or service.

● Deeper Engagement: Connect to prospects and form deeper relationships with customers,
personalize your brand and show your company’s human side.

● Efficient Brand Management: Nimbly manage your online reputation, address, customer
concerns and respond to user feedback; promote new marketing campaigns, define and
redefine your messaging based on user feedback.

● Real-time Analytics: Track-user responds to your promotional efforts, aggregate data to
figure out what’s working and what isn’t and analyze successes and failures.


